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join filmmakers, cinéastes, and cultural enthusiasts as they share their personal stories and
experiences of their connection to the word-of-mouth cult film movement in milwaukee from the

silent era to the present. follow the unique path taken by three generations of filmmakers here in the
city that gave birth to the horror film genre. the film includes documentary footage from milwaukee
film archives as well as public access television and youtube. the content, which is drawn from these

sources, takes on an authoritative manner and comes across as genuine. this is due to scott
ashcrafts focus on the cultural climate and the conscious efforts of those interviewed to paint an

accurate picture of milwaukee during the swing era. milwaukee screens as part of the touring film
program, the horror show: the best of milwaukee. the inaugural entry in a series of one-night-only

horror films, this screening marks the latest offering in the program. film festivals have often favored
genre fare over mainstream cinema, but horror films have been slowly picking up steam and gaining

traction in both movie theaters and festivals. with the horror show: the best of milwaukee, the
pairings of horror with such festivals as gotham, toronto, fantastic fest, and frightfest, horror fans
across the country can finally see a week of horror movies in one place. plus, as a bonus, we also
have the screener of the movie housebound, written by joe hill and directed by umberto gonzalez.

from its conception, the film makes a strong argument for the ability of milwaukee to make a strong
contribution to horror cinema in the late 1930s, even as other cities and styles of filmmaking were
developing. ashcrafts diligent research and the interviews he conducts for this film give us a strong

platform from which to look back on this important period of horror history.
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cyclists stained red directed by rachelle kapsick tickets all guests age 12 or older must provide proof
of full covid-19 vaccination or a negative covid test within 72 hours to attend any event or program

at the speed requiring registration, including workshops, lectures, after hours, and cinema
screenings. proof of vaccination is not currently required for general admission to the museum or its
exhibitions. help out the speed! i promise told you so (posso assicurarv) directed by paolo sorrentino

tickets please note:all guests age 12 or older must provide proof of full covid-19 vaccination or a
negative covid test within 72 hours to attend any event or program at the speed requiring

registration, including workshops, lectures, after hours, and cinema screenings. proof of vaccination
is not currently required for general admission to the museum or its exhibitions. a talking cinema the

anthology has me in its clutches on the first flick, but each instalment in the showcase will be a
distinct and different experience. and actually, itll be easier to talk about the later assembly as the
first movie wept with a few obvious plot holes, tired dialogue and wooden performances from the
lead actors. although the darkest hour is based on the memoirs of british journalist clare victordys
burgeoning romance with acclaimed indian playwright guru dutt, the movie is little more than an

unoriginal backdrop of british diplomats with a few characters from the original book (as well as the
author who penned it). the story just adds a farcical bent to a tired, clichéd tale about a bunch of
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